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Detective conan movie 23 the fist of

A summary of the subject matter of this article may be too long or overly detailed. Please help improve it by removing unnecessary details and making it more concise. (May 2020) (Find out how and when to delete this message template) Detective Conan: Fist of blue sapphireYaponese名探偵コナ'紺⻘拳
(フィト) Director Tomoka NagaokaConoKakhiro OkuraBaza on The Closedby Gosho AoyamaStar Minami Takayama Wakana Yamazaki Rikamiya Kappei Yamaguchi Yamaguchi Kenichi Ogata Heaashi Tani Wataru Takagi Naoko Matsui Nobuyuki Hiyama Ikusaburo Yamazaki Ma Yuko Kawachita Music
Katsuo Ono (Soundtrack), Hiromi Tosaka (Theme Song: BLUE SAPPHIRE) 2019 (2019-04-12) Duration109 minStrapolangageJaponAngaponEnglishBox 9 Detective Conan: A Fist of Blue Sapphire (名探偵コナ紺⻘拳 (フィト), Meitantei Conan: Conjoy no Fisuto) is a 2019 Japanese animated film. This is
the twenty-third part of the Case Closed film series, based on Gosho Aoyama's manga of the same name, after the 2018 film Detective Conan: The Law Enforcement Officer. The film was released on April 12, 2019. It's the last Heisei-era film, Closed Deal, released weeks before the Japanese Imperial
Transition in 2019. The film is set in Singapore at Marina Bay Sands. The site of the world's greatest blue sapphire, blue fist urinal, is said to have sunk in a pirate ship in the late 19th century, on the coast of Singapore. A local millionaire plans to get it, and when it's on display at Singapore's Marina Bay
Sands Hotel, the murder takes place. A bloodied ad from Kaitu Kid was found at the scene. Meanwhile, Kogoro, Ran and Sonoko came to Singapore to cheer on the strongest karate with a series of 400 wins in a row, Makoto Kyogoku, who is fighting in the karate tournament, which takes place there.
Conan, who does not have a passport and cannot travel abroad, had to stay at home. He begs Khaibar to give him the antidote to turn into Shiniti, but she refuses. In the evening of the same day, when Conan goes for a walk, the kid dressed as Rana, sneaks up on Conan. Conan notices her, but then is
captured. Conan, realizing that he is trapped in a suitcase, uses a pen to poke lightning, and he quickly goes out. Looking around, he realizes that he is in Singapore. Conan also realizes that his body color has become darker. Conan tries to look around rana, but notices that Shinichi, who is really
disguised, is also here. Sinichi/Baby briefly talks with Rahn and Sonoko, and then goes to Conan. The kid tells Conan about his mission and sapphire. The task is a little special, so he bought more to help him. Conan refuses, but Kid tells him how he moved him, and that he will not be able to return to



Japan, gets his glasses, wristwatches and clothes, among others, if Conan does not help the Kid. At this point, Rahn finds Sinichi and notices Conan. Ran, who does not understand who he is, asks his name, and he improvises the name of Arthur Hirai. Meanwhile, Sonoko writes to Rahn to meet her at
the venue. She texts Makoto, and when Radziro Nakatomi and his bodyguards pass by on her way. Sonoko argues with Radjiro, who is surprised by her attitude, but then comes Makoto and defeats al-Lofa Reidziro's bodyguards. Reidziro quickly escapes. The group and Arthur spoke briefly under the
bridge. Makoto tells them that because his sponsor Sherilyn is dead, he can't fight in the final round in the karate tournament. Sonoko agrees to be his sponsor. When they return to the hotel, Rishi Ramanathan approaches them. He asks Kogoro to solve the case for him, but Kogoro refuses, as he is on
vacation. Shinichi/Kid tells him about the benefits of becoming friends with a reserve police officer, the benefits that Kohiro loves the most, so he agrees. Rishi then shows him the Baby's notification. Meanwhile, at Villa Hezli Jamaluddin assures that he will beat Makoto at the tournament. Rishi and the
group arrive at the villa. Rishi explains Kogoro about the sapphire, mentioning that the gem is in the basement. They go down, and John Han Chen arrives as well. Leon enters a secure room with his fingerprints, showing the group her impenetrable security. He fumbles with a computer, and one of the
safes comes down from the close ceiling. Sapphire, along with a karate belt, is then shown to the group. When no one was looking, the kid took out an invisible marker and notes a special safe. When he finished, he shook hands with Leon, promising to protect the safe and get Leon's fingerprints. That
night, the kid flies down to the villa and continues his robbery. It bypasses all the guards, surveillance cameras and hidden lasers. The kid opens a safe room with a leon print, which he received earlier, finds a concrete safe and prepares to steal a sapphire. However, he then encounters Leon, who was
waiting for the baby in a safe room. They talk briefly, and Jamaluddin sneaks up behind. The baby manages to dodge the attack, but then Leon shoots the kid with a stun gun. Leon and Jamaluddin leave the safe room, and the baby is unconscious. All safes in a safe room are suddenly covered with
protective metal, and the room is compressed in size. Water rises from the bottom of the safe room, which was to drown the Kid. However, he runs away to ground level. The guard notices him and sounds the alarm. The kid escapes from all the guards, but when he is about to escape, Makoto appears to
fight him. How Makoto is about to win the Kid, the soccer ball rockets to him from The kid manages to escape, while Makoto is distracted by the ball. From the top of the building, Conan checks the scene with his gadgets. The football was kicked by Conan. The kid takes Conan and tells him the situation.
Over the years, Leon Lowe, a psychologist in criminal behavior, has sought the legendary secret treasure sapphire buried on the seabed for some purpose. However, when he was so close to extracting it, John Han Chen found a sapphire. Someone might have hinted at the sapphire's location. Leon also
had a lawyer, Sherilyn Tan, but they broke off the relationship. So Sherilyn decided to become a sponsor of Makoto, so Jamaluddin could not win the tournament. If Jamaluddin had done this, the sapphire would have belonged to Leon. So Sherilyn was killed. Police are suspicious of Leon, but he was not
on the suspects' list. They think Kid may have been the killer because the baby's card was found in the elevator. The baby then returns Conan to the hotel. Meanwhile, in the pub, Kogoro drinks when Rachel Cheng comes and gives him a business card, telling him to meet her at the sports center
tomorrow. The next day the group goes to watch the Chunan Cup. Jamaluddin defeats all his opponents. The kid says he won't make a move if the sapphire goes to Makoto. Makoto then arrives and fights his first match. He immediately knocks the opponent out of the arena. Rahn receives a call from
Kogoro, who cannot enter the stadium. Rishi comes up and lets him in. He decides to take them to see the safe. Sinichi/Baby finds in this another opportunity to observe the guard and steal the sapphire. Rishi tells them that the password to the safe changes every 10 minutes, and is sent only to Inspector
Mark Aidan, Rishi and Leon's cell phones. Rishi explains that the safe room seems empty, but in fact the floor is equipped with weight sensors and the ceiling is equipped with security cameras. The safe room is also surrounded by police. Suddenly, Cohro remembers the card Rachel gave him in the pub.
Conan tells him it's a map of Leon, on the back, which writes for him to meet at Stadium 3 at 3 p.m. It's almost 3pm, so Kouro and Arthur rush. The kid, meanwhile, found a way to steal the sapphire. Meanwhile, Makoto is in his locker room. Leon enters, congratulating him on the match today. He jokingly
asks him to be his bodyguard. Makoto keeps leaving, but then Leon gets serious: he asks why Makoto's fist exists. He says his fist will cause suffering for others, including loved ones. Leon keeps talking good luck and leaves the room. Sonoko comes in and picks Makoto for lunch. Ran decides to stay
because Sinichi/Baby wants to guard the safe. Outside the sports center, Inspector Aidan talks to his guards when Rachel accidentally bumps into him. They apologize to each other, and Rachel continues on her way. Then she Message. She returns to Aidan and apologizes again, while slipping the
phone into her pocket no one noticed. Rachel then goes to the safe entrance and tells the guards that Aidan is calling them and that she can guard the safe at the same time. They agree. The kid, dressed as Rachel, goes to his robberies. He attaches a device showing the safe and changing surveillance
cameras, and fights into the room. When he continues to cut the glass surrounding the sapphire, Rachel's body falls out, surprising the kid. The alarm sounds and The Kid should but run. Before that, however, he notices that Rachel has written something with her blood, but he does not have time to
check. The safe door closes. He escaped from the safe room at the last second. The guards are rushing out of the same hallway. The kid retreats and drops them with a card gun. Aidan and his officers surround him. The kid fires a hook towards Mark, bypassing him and his officers. They stumble upon a
mess. Meanwhile, Arthur and Cogoro are waiting for Rachel. They then notice the alarm in the sports center, and rush there, thinking the toddler has made his move. The kid runs away from the pursuing officers in the stadium and flies away. He happens to pass Arthur and Kogoro Suddenly, Rishi arrives,
telling the two to rush to a safe room. Aidan hasn't given up yet. He orders his officers to give chases. The kid lands on a small street, thinking he escaped from the police. Suddenly, officers arrive and before Kid can pull out his card gun, they shoot him. Rishi tells Kogoro about Rachel's corpse. Arthur
mentions that Kogoro plans to meet Rachel on the way out, but she went to send a message to Aidan before then. He notices that Rachel wrote a few words with blood: SHE. The kid, after the shot, lies behind the building at the pier. Sonoko and Makoto just finished lunch. As they prepare to go
somewhere else, the burly man knocks on it and throws his lunch. He blames Sonoko for what happened, but Makoto stops him, and they fight. While Makoto fights him and his gang, Sonoko runs to a nearby police car. Two police officers fell out of the car unconscious and the car crashed into Sonoko.
Makoto rushes and realizes that what Leon told him earlier was true. Leon arrives at the hospital and sends a bouquet of Sonoko. He then tells Makoto that the gods are checking him, and he's not ready yet. Leon gives Makoto a bracelet. If the bracelet breaks, he'll get power. If he uses his fists before the
bracelet breaks, bad things will happen. The kid is putting his wounds on outside the building, the police thought he was dead, so they stopped looking for him while he was talking to Arthur. He returns Conan's gadgets and flies away. While Rishi prepares to return home, he sees Arthur alone. Arthur
asks if he can stay at Rishi's house for the night. Rishi agrees. Rishi enters his computer to study The information Mark gave him. Arthur shoots him with a Stun Gun wristwatch and continues to check all the information collected by Rishi. Leon and Jamaluddin meet Eugene Lim on a small pier. The kid
uses this chance to take a picture of Leon and Eugene. The next day Jamaluddin, as it seems, will defeat all his rivals and reach the final round. However, Makoto is retiring to stay with Sonoko. He is afraid that the thugs are attacking them again and he can't use his fist. Sonoko gets angry and tells him to
leave. Arthur meets Withichi and reveals the information he found on Rishi's computer last night. According to the witness, Sherilyn Tan did crash in the mall, but she may have been stabbed in an elevator in Tower 3. The killer decided to kill her in the elevator because she had nowhere to run. Leon
booked both his rooms and Sherilyn's rooms. When the incident occurred, many people witnessed Leon being in another elevator. Police confirmed he was not at the scene when it happened, so they cleared him of the suspect list. Leon was carrying some of the luggage, but it was empty. He simply
removed the luggage from the cargo, which was also confirmed. A baby notification in the elevator got stuck there with fake blood, and Rachel was killed in an attempt to frame the toddler. The guards couldn't move Rachel's body to a secure room because they could easily activate the sensors or get
caught on surveillance cameras. Thus, Leon is the most suspicious person because he has access to the safe. Leon could have forced Makoto to retire and not fight in the tournament, so Jamaluddin could win, and the sapphire belonged to Leon. Conan asks why, and the kid shows him a picture of
Eugene. Conan asks Haibar to identify the man. Leon sees Jamaluddin win the final. He then continues to tell John and other councillors about his plan to build a new city. John and the others laugh at him, but Leon didn't give up. Meanwhile, Eugene and his pirates take over the oil ship. Leon meets
Nakatomi and tells him about his plan: to rebuild the whole city. Nakatomi can only agree. Arthur and Shinichi find Kogoro in the pub. Arthur takes a gold coin Nakatomi from Kogoro's passport and runs away. They watch a report about Nakatomi's visit to Singapore. Arthur receives a call from Khaybara,
who found the identity of the man, Eugene Lim. Arthur asks Khaybar to look for all The Nakatomi ships near the pier and their routes. She reports that two cargo ships and one oil vessel are nearby. However, the oil ship is not on the planned route. Arthur then asks Haibar to send him information about
the ship. Arthur explains to Shiniti how the collected evidence can be collected: SHE can also relate to the ship, and the Nakatomi coin belongs to the Ship Nakatomi. Evgeny Nakatomi vessel, with consent Yourself. They call Rishi and tell him the situation. John Hahn Chen found the sapphire and
decided to award it to the winner of the karate tournament, but Leon wanted a sapphire, so he sent Jamaluddin to win the tournament and get a sapphire. However, he had to face Makoto, who had Sherilyn as a sponsor. So Leon had to kill Sherilyn. Leon was in another elevator when the crime occurred,
which created his alibi. The killer is indeed Leon while Rachel Cheng was his accomplice. Since Sherilyn's room was very high, she had to take a second lift at 34F to go to ground level. As she walked to another elevator, Rachel dragged her into her bedroom, and Sherilyn was killed there. Leon put
Sherilyn's body in a suitcase and headed downstairs. Meanwhile, Rachel, disguised as Sherilyn, took another elevator downstairs. She had a magic fake knife in her back that lifted the minute she walked with Sherlin's blood on it. It was then that Leon activated the bombs, causing the explosion and
blackout. Leon then takes pictures of the dead Sherilyn. Rachel gets up and takes off her disguise. Leon sniffs Celine's body out of the suitcase and puts it in the exact position. Rachel was shocked by Leon's plan, so she wanted to ask Kogoro for help. Leon knew it and killed her trying to blame Kid.
Arthur receives information from Haibara. He subtract that if the ship continues its modified route, it crashes into Marina Bay. Leon wants the pirates to smash the oil ship into the city, destroying everything in the process so he can rebuild the city according to his plans. Rishi wonders how Leon could have
found pirates scattered around the world. Arthur explains that lions spewing bloody water would make headlines, which would have caught their attention. Rishi thinks they don't have enough time to explain everything to the police, so he can only call John for help. Meanwhile Arthur and Sinichi head to
the Marina Bay Hotel because Arthur was notified that an oil tanker ship was to crash into the hotel. Arthur tried to call Ran only to get voicemail, and he and Sinichi run to the hotel until the kid gets out of the disguise to get to the hotel faster. Then Kid and Arthur arrive at the hotel, restraining Rishi. Arthur
shows that Leon really was the one who put his plan into action, but the mastermind was Rishi. He explains that it all started when Rishi's father was allegedly murdered five years ago in Singapore. Shocked by this, Rishi learned through Sherilyn that she had made the man whom Rishi's father had saved
the suspect guilty, who closed the case and concealed Leon and Nakatomi's involvement in the murder. Leon did it in order to win Nakatomi's trust and get the oil tanker he needed. City. Rishi then admitted that he knew everything from Sherilyn and Rachel, who leaked the information, and when the
pirates arrived, Leon ordered them to kill everyone around them. As soon as the pirates received the jewel, they ignored Leon's request and moved on to the next goal recommended by Rishi. Eventually, Rishi, Leon and the Pirates were arrested, and Singapore was saved from total annihilation. Starring
Original Japanese: Minami Takayama starring Conan Edogawa / Artur Hirai Wakana Yamazaki starring Ran Meri RikiYama as Kogoro Meri Kappei Yamaguchi, starring Shinichi Kudo and Kaito Kid Kenichi Ogata as Professor Agas Megumi Hayashibara in the film Ayhaibar Yakiko Iwai in Ayumi Yoshida
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starring Kogoro Muri Michael Sorich starring Professor Agas Griffin Burns starring Shinichi Kudo and Kaito Kid Erika Mendes starring Aybar Janice Kawaie in the film sold 313,724 tickets and earned 422,465,000 pounds on the opening day. The film topped the Japanese box office and grossed 1.88 billion
pounds in its first weekend, setting a new franchise record. The film stayed on top for the second weekend, selling 678,000 tickets and earning 886 million pounds, in two weeks a total of 3.58 billion pounds ($32.42 million) at the box office. It dropped to second place in the third week, engineered by the
new release Avengers: Endgame, before Detective Conan regained first place in week four, beating Avengers: Endgame and the new release of Pokemon: Detective Pikachu. In the fifth week, Detective Conan was designed by Detective Pikachu in the Japanese box office. In five weeks, Blue Sapphire
Fist grossed 7,951,036,700 pounds ($72.26 million) in Japan. By the seventh weekend, the film had sold 6.71 million tickets and grossed 8,575,715,400 pounds ($78.25 million) in Japan. As of June 21, 2019, 7.4 million tickets and more than 9 billion pounds were sold at the Japanese box office. On July
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